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Bring new energy to your divination, magic, and meditation practices with runes. Discover the
unique power of these sacred runic symbolsâ€•the magical language of the northern gods. Carved
into bloodstone (Heliotrope), these exquisite runes are magical as well as beautiful.
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I'm about to return my second set of Lo Scarabeo Bloodstone runes. The first set, I didn't try to work
with much, but I found that there was a rune missing and two copies of a second. I've just gotten
done inspecting the replacement set and several of the runes are carved on the flat side of rounded
stones, which basically means these runes would always land face down and never appear in a
cast, if you use the actual casting method rather than Tarot-style spreads. To me, that simply
renders these runes useless. I'm going to send them back and get a set that are either carved in
wood or on evenly carved stone.

The stones in this set are not straight green, they are all different shades because of the differences
in the rock. I would love this set but 2 of the runes are so similar that they are hard to tell apart
because when they were carved and painted they didn't make the lower arm of Eihwaz long
enough. It looks similar to Laguz. The rune set is still nice and even though it takes a minute you
can figure out the difference between Eihwaz and Laguz, I would recommend this set.

I write this with such a sight!!!!! This is such a nice set! BUT and BIG but, some stones are not green

in color, 3 of mine are reddish brown, still such nice stones, yes they are round, while some of the
letters are printed on the flat side, u will have a hard time doing spreads with these. But they do look
so nice for the most part, thick gold letters, one stone of course is unmarked.....and here is why I
almost gave it 1 stars, I had two unmarked runes until i realized one was engraved with the rune
mark but no gold paint. No I am not returning it. i will try to fix it. Such a nice buy but feel so
disappointed. But should have figured the negative comments were right!!!! I just wish in my head
they would have been made or rather packaged with better quality.

To be honest, I was kind of worried about ordering this item after reading others reviews. But mine
turned out just fine. I have one of each, no doubles, not missing anything! Don't order this expecting
them to be all the same shape, or color. Because they are made from natural stone, the shape &
shade of the stones will very. This happens with almost any natural stones!

There is a greater connection with a divination tool when you are pleased with it...when you cherish
it. These stones are of an amazing color and the pouch they come in is of great material and
workmanship. The VERY SMALL booklet contains minimal information but otherwise I was well
pleased with my stones.

Beautiful runes~ the stones have wonderful color and weight~ bigger than some other runes I have.
The symbols are well carved andhave gold ink highlighting them so they are easy to read. Comes in
a nice velvet bag too. I have a few sets of rune stones and these areamong the most beautiful.

These stones are gorgeous... But as indicated on one of the other reviews, they are not green.
needs to change the picture. I hadn't noticed that they were called 'bloodstone' runes, or I would
have wondered why they are green in the picture... They look like bloodstones to me, which I don't
believe are supposed to be green. The color was why I ordered them, but as others have done, I'm
keeping these, because they're beautiful... I actually like the assortment, as bloodstones vary in the
way they look. This would have been a 5 star rating, had the color been correct. These are beautiful
stones.

The stones are beautiful, with various shades of green, as bloodstone usually is (not like the picture
display). I got a complete set, although you have to look closely at them, because some symbols
look very similar. Am already enjoying doing readings with them. I also got "The Book of Runes" by

Ralph H. Blum. ( I was fortunate to look through a friend's copy before buying, so I knew it was the
one I wanted).
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